Bidirectional temporal relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia: longitudinal observation from a Chinese cohort
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Although obesity and hyperinsulinemia are closely intercorrelated, their temporal sequence is still uncertain. This study aims to investigate the temporal relationship patterns between obesity measures and hyperinsulinemia in Chinese adults.

Research design and methods

The longitudinal cohort consisted of 2493 participants (860 males and 1633 females, mean age 56.71 years at follow-up) for whom measurements of obesity and hyperinsulinemia measures were collected twice between 2011 and 2014, with an average follow-up time of 3 years. Cross-lagged panel analysis was used to examine the temporal relationship between obesity measures (body mass index (BMI); waist circumference (WC); hip circumference (HC); waist-to-hip ratio (WHR)) and hyperinsulinemia (insulin, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), or homeostasis model assessment of beta cell function (HOMA-%β)).

RESULTS

After the adjustment of age, sex, smoking, drinking and follow-up years, in the BMI-insulin model, the path coefficient (β_1=0.229; p<0.001) of baseline BMI to follow-up insulin was significantly greater than the path coefficient (β_2=0.073; p<0.001) of baseline insulin to follow-up BMI (p<0.001 for β_1>β_2). In the WHR-insulin model, the path coefficient (β_1=0.152; p<0.001) of baseline insulin to follow-up WHR was significantly greater than the path coefficient (β_2=0.077; p<0.001) of baseline WHR to follow-up insulin (p=0.007 for β_1>β_2). In the WC/HC-insulin model, the path coefficients of baseline insulin to follow-up WC or HC (β_1) were also greater than the path coefficients of baseline WC or HC to follow-up insulin (β_2), but the difference between β_1 and β_2 were not significant. The similar temporal patterns were founded between obesity measures with HOMA-IR or HOMA-%β.

CONCLUSIONS

These findings indicate that there is a bidirectional relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia, and abdominal obesity measures are more sensitive to hyperinsulinemia measures than BMI.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY

What is already known about this subject?

- Obesity and hyperinsulinemia are closely intercorrelated. Although obesity is generally thought the cause of hyperinsulinemia, multiple clinical and experimental studies also implied that hyperinsulinemia might precede and promote obesity.

What are the new findings?

- We found a bidirectional relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia. The temporal effect of insulin, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance or homeostasis model assessment of beta cell function on abdominal obesity measures, especially waist-to-hip ratio, were stronger than the inverse effect of abdominal obesity measures. Abdominal obesity measures are more sensitive to hyperinsulinemia measures than body mass index.

How might these results change the focus of research or clinical practice?

- These findings highlight the reverse effect of hyperinsulinemia on obesity and suggest further research on the interplay between obesity and hyperinsulinemia.

INTRODUCTION

Hyperinsulinemia is an early signal of diabetes. Numerous studies have explored the relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia; however, their temporal sequence is still uncertain.1-4 Generally, obesity is thought the cause of hyperinsulinemia, and studies have demonstrated the physiological mechanisms, including dysregulation of lipid and glucose metabolism, inflammation, hormone imbalance, genetic variants and so on.3-6 However, multiple clinical and experimental studies also implied that hyperinsulinemia might precede and promote obesity, rather than the simply adaptive response.10-12 Moreover, many biochemical studies reported the function of insulin on inhibiting lipolysis and promoting lipid accumulation.13-15 Several studies also reported hyperinsulinemia is a valuable predictor for the further weight gain in children and adolescents.16, 17 However,
convincing evidence of longitudinal studies was still less available and inconsistent in adults. Some studies have reported that adult hyperinsulinemia led to less weight gain or was independent of later obesity.\textsuperscript{1–3} The temporal relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia, unidirectional or bidirectional, is required further explorations.

Body mass index (BMI), an important general obesity index, has been widely used to study the relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia.\textsuperscript{1–3} However, the measurement of BMI alone has some obvious limitations due to its obscure information on body fat distribution.\textsuperscript{19,20} Emerging evidence indicates that abdominal obesity, assessed by waist circumference (WC), hip circumference (HC) or waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), is also strongly related to insulin levels.\textsuperscript{21,22} A recent study demonstrated that a modest decrease of circulating insulin was enough to cause significant reduction in visceral fat tissue, without the change of lean mass, indicating that the sensitivity of obesity measures to insulin may be different.\textsuperscript{23} Although some longitudinal studies have reported the effect of insulin on future weight gain, few studies have included both general and abdominal obesity measures, and emphasize their difference in studying the association between obesity and insulin, especially in Chinese adults.

Using a longitudinal cohort of Chinese adults, the current study aimed to explore the temporal sequences between obesity measures and insulin, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), or homeostasis model assessment of beta cell function (HOMA-%B) and examine the impacts of different obesity measures on the temporal patterns between obesity and hyperinsulinemia using the cross-lagged panel analysis model.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Study cohort

The subjects were from the Shandong cohort of the Risk Evaluation of cAnCers in Chinese diabeTic Individuals: an IONgitudinal study (REACTION). The REACTION study is a prospective, multicenter, observational cohort study conducted from 2011, which has recruited more than 200 000 people from 25 communities in China.\textsuperscript{24} Overall, in Shandong cohort, there were 11 000 participants identified in the baseline survey in 2011, and 6046 subjects completed the next follow-up survey in 2014. Subjects were excluded if they had diabetes or were receiving hypoglycemic treatment at neither the baseline nor follow-up measurement. A total of 2493 participants (860 males and 1633 female, mean age 56.71 years at follow-up) were included in the current study, with an average follow-up time of 3 years.

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Measurements

Data were collected by trained investigators or clinical technicians following the standard procedures. All participants were asked to fast for at least 12 hours before the health examinations. Height and weight were measured when subjects wore light clothing and took off their shoes. WC was measured at the midpoint between the lower rib cage and the iliac crest. Hip circumference (HC) was measured at the widest protrusion of buttocks. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters. Information on smoking and drinking status was obtained from the health questionnaire. Smoking and drinking were identified by who smoke more than one cigarette per day and drink alcohol every day during the past 12 months.

Blood samples were collected in the morning after a fasting period of no less than 10 hours. Fasting plasma glucose (FPG) was measured within 2 hours. Serum and plasma samples were separated and shipped on dry ice. Fasting insulin levels were measured using the ARCHITECT ci16200 Integrated System (Abbott) at the central laboratory in the Shanghai Institute of Endocrine and Metabolic Diseases. Insulin resistance and beta-cell function were estimated by HOMA-IR and HOMA-%B with the HOMA2 calculator provided by the University of Oxford (https://www.dtu.ox.ac.uk/). Glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) was measured by high-performance liquid chromatography using the VARIANT II Hemoglobin Testing System (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Diabetes was defined as self-report of diabetes and/or fasting blood glucose ≥7.0 mmol/L and/or HbA1c ≥6.2% and/or taking glucose-lowering medication including: (1) special diet; (2) weight control; (3) oral medicine; (4) injection of insulin; (5) Chinese traditional medicine; (6) home remedies; and (7) Qi Gong (spiritual method); pre-diabetes was defined as a fasting blood glucose level of 5.6–6.9 mmol/L and/or a HbA1c level of 5.8%–6.2%.

Statistical methods

Characteristics of study variables of baseline and follow-up investigations were compared using generalized linear models for continuous variables and $\chi^2$ statistics for categorical variables. The cross-lagged panel analysis, a specific form of path analysis, is a typical statistical approach that simultaneously explores the temporal sequences of intercorrelated variables in a longitudinal study.\textsuperscript{25} Replicate measurements of obesity and hyperinsulinemia measures at baseline (2011) and follow-up (2014) in this study proves a good database for the subsequent analysis. A classic version of the model is depicted in figure 1. The path coefficient $\beta$, describes the effect of baseline obesity measures on the follow-up insulin levels. The path coefficient $\beta$ describes the effect of baseline insulin on the follow-up obesity measures. The significance of path coefficient $\beta$ or $\beta$ indicates a clear temporal relationship. If $\beta$ and $\beta$ are both significant suggests a bidirectional relationship between obesity measures and insulin. Before the cross-lagged panel analysis, the baseline and follow-up values of obesity measures and insulin were adjusted for age, sex, smoking, and drinking in regression residual analyses and then were standardized.
by Z-transformation (mean=0; SD=1). Pearson correlation coefficients of the Z-standardized obesity measures and insulin at baseline and follow-up were estimated, with adjustment for follow-up years (online supplemental table S1). The cross-lagged path coefficients ($\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$) in the path diagram (figure 1) were evaluated simultaneously based on the correlation matrix, using the structural equation modeling with the R package Lavaan. The validity of model fitting was assessed by root mean square residual (RMR) and comparative fit index (CFI).\footnote{RMR validity of model fitting was assessed by root mean square residual (RMR). The temporal relationships of obesity measures with insulin, HOMA-IR and HOMA-%$\beta$ were examined, separately. The difference between $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ was tested using Fisher’s Z-test. A significant difference between $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ will afford additional cogency for the temporal sequence, which was indicated by the significance of path coefficients. Furthermore, cross-lagged panel analysis models of obesity and hyperinsulinemia measures were constructed, with adjustment for age, smoking, drinking, and follow-up years in different sex groups, separately.}

### RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of 2493 participants (860 males and 1633 females) at baseline and follow-up. The mean baseline age was 53.71 years, and the subjects were followed up for 3 years. BMI, WC, HC, WHR, FPG, insulin, HOMA-IR, HOMA-%$\beta$ and the proportion of smoking and drinking and follow-up were significantly greater than that at baseline.

Figure 1 presents the results of the cross-lagged panel analyses of obesity measures and insulin in the total sample, with adjustment of age, sex, smoking, drinking and follow-up years. The path coefficients ($\beta_1$) of obesity-insulin models were all significant, indicating there were bidirectional relationships between different obesity measures and insulin. In the BMI-insulin model, the path coefficient of BMI $\rightarrow$ insulin ($\beta_1=0.229$) was significantly greater than the path coefficient of insulin $\rightarrow$ BMI ($\beta_2=0.073$), with $p<0.001$ for difference between $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ ($\beta_1>\beta_2$). Notedly, in the WHR-insulin model, the path coefficient of insulin $\rightarrow$ WHR ($\beta_1=0.152$) was significantly greater than the path coefficient of WHR $\rightarrow$ insulin ($\beta_2=0.077$), with $p=0.007$ for difference between $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ ($\beta_1>\beta_2$). Similarly, in the WC/HC-insulin model, the path coefficients of insulin $\rightarrow$ WC/HC ($\beta_{1w}=0.194$, $\beta_{1h}=0.203$) were also greater than the path coefficients of WC/HC $\rightarrow$ insulin ($\beta_{2w}=0.187$, $\beta_{2h}=0.155$), but the difference between $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ was not significant ($\beta_{1w}>\beta_{2w}, p=0.798$; $\beta_{1h}>\beta_{2h}, p=0.808$). Model fitting parameters were RMR=0.016 and CFI=0.990 in the BMI-insulin model, RMR=0.020 and CFI=0.888 in the WHR-insulin model, RMR=0.007 and CFI=0.996 in the WC/HC-insulin model, and RMR=0.010 and CFI=0.961 in the HC-insulin model suggesting a good fit to the observed data in these models with the criteria of RMR <0.05 and CFI >0.90.

Figure 2 presents the yearly rates of change of obesity measures and insulin according to quartiles of their baseline values in the total sample, with adjustment of age, sex, smoking, drinking and their baseline values. The covariate-adjusted rate of change in insulin during the follow-up period significantly increased across increasing of quartiles of baseline obesity measures, while the rate of change in obesity measures also shown a significantly
increasing trend across quartiles of baseline insulin. The results of the rates of change shown in Figure 2 were consistent with the bidirectional relationships between obesity measures and insulin in the cross-lagged panel analysis model shown in Figure 1.

Table 2 presents the results of the cross-lagged panel analyses of obesity measures and insulin resistance in the total sample, with adjustment of age, sex, smoking, drinking and follow-up years. The path coefficients ($\beta_1$) of obesity-insulin resistance models were all significant, indicating there were bidirectional relationships between different obesity and insulin resistance measures. In the BMI-insulin resistance model, the path coefficients of $\beta_1$ (0.074, 0.232) were significantly greater than the path coefficients of $\beta_2$ (0.047, 0.197), with $p<0.001$ for difference between $\beta_1$s and $\beta_2$s ($\beta_2$s > $\beta_1$s). In the WHR-insulin resistance model, the path coefficients of $\beta_1$ (0.151, 0.180) were significantly greater than the path coefficients of $\beta_2$ (0.080, 0.047), with $p=0.011$ for $\beta_1$HOMA-IR > $\beta_2$HOMA-IR and $p=0.022$ for $\beta_1$HOMA-% $\beta$ > $\beta_2$HOMA-% $\beta$. Similarly, in the WC/HC-insulin resistance model, the path coefficients of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obesity measures</th>
<th>IR measures</th>
<th>Path coefficients (IR → Obesity)</th>
<th>Path coefficients (Obesity → IR)</th>
<th>$P$ value†</th>
<th>RMR</th>
<th>CFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>HOMA-IR</td>
<td>$0.074^*$, 0.047 to 0.101</td>
<td>0.232*, 0.197 to 0.267</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>HOMA-IR</td>
<td>0.192*, 0.156 to 0.228</td>
<td>0.187*, 0.153 to 0.221</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>HOMA-IR</td>
<td>0.201*, 0.165 to 0.237</td>
<td>0.154*, 0.120 to 0.187</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR</td>
<td>HOMA-IR</td>
<td>0.151*, 0.113 to 0.189</td>
<td>0.080*, 0.047 to 0.112</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>HOMA-%β</td>
<td>0.051*, 0.024 to 0.077</td>
<td>0.168*, 0.135 to 0.201</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>HOMA-%β</td>
<td>0.172*, 0.137 to 0.207</td>
<td>0.158*, 0.126 to 0.191</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>HOMA-%β</td>
<td>0.176*, 0.140 to 0.211</td>
<td>0.150*, 0.118 to 0.181</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR</td>
<td>HOMA-%β</td>
<td>0.136*, 0.098 to 0.174</td>
<td>0.047*, 0.016 to 0.079</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Covariates include age, sex, smoking, drinking and follow-up years.
Insulin, HOMA-IR and HOMA-%β were log-transformed for normal distribution.
$\beta_1$ describes the cross-lagged path coefficient from baseline HOMA-IR or HOMA-%β to follow-up BMI/WC/HC/WHR; $\beta_2$ describes the cross-lagged path coefficient from baseline BMI/WC/HC/WHR to follow-up HOMA-IR or HOMA-%β.

* $P<0.05$ for $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$, $\beta_1$ being different from $\beta_2$.
† $P$ value for difference between $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$.
BMI, body mass index; CFI, comparative fit index; HC, hip circumference; HOMA-%β, homeostasis model assessment of beta cell function; HOMA-IR, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance; IR, insulin resistance; RMR, root mean square residual; WC, waist circumference; WHR, waist-to-hip ratio.
HOMA-IR/HOMA-%B → WC/HC were also greater than the path coefficient of WC/HC → HOMA-IR/HOMA-%B, but the difference between β1s and β2s were not significant. Model fitting parameters were RMR ≤0.03 and CFI ≥0.89 in these obesity-insulin resistance models.

Online supplemental figure S1 illustrates the yearly rates of change of obesity measures and HOMA-IR according to quartiles of their baseline values in the total sample, with adjustment of age, sex, smoking, drinking and their baseline values. The covariate-adjusted rate of change in HOMA-IR during the follow-up period significantly increased across increasing of quartiles of baseline obesity measures, while the rate of change in obesity measures also shown a significantly increasing trend across quartiles of baseline HOMA-IR. The results of the rates of change shown in online supplemental figure S1 were consistent with the bidirectional relationships between obesity measures and HOMA-IR in the cross-lagged panel analysis model shown in table 2.

Online supplemental figure S2 illustrates the yearly rates of change of obesity measures and HOMA-%B according to quartiles of their baseline values in the total sample, with adjustment of age, sex, smoking, drinking and their baseline values. The covariate-adjusted rate of change in HOMA-%B during the follow-up period significantly increased across increasing of quartiles of baseline obesity measures without baseline WHR, while the rate of change in obesity measures also shown a significantly increasing trend across quartiles of baseline HOMA-%B. The results of the rates of change shown in online supplemental figure S2 were consistent with the bidirectional relationships between obesity measures and HOMA-%B in the cross-lagged panel analysis model shown in table 2.

For sensitivity analysis, we examined the temporal relationships between obesity measures and insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-%B by sex groups (online supplemental table S5) and found similar bidirectional relationships with those results of the total sample. The path coefficients of obesity → insulin/HOMA-IR/HOMA-%B were greater in men group than in women group, but these differences were only significant in the WC-HOMA-%B and WHR-HOMA-%B models. We further excluded participants with pre-diabetes at baseline and follow-up based on HbA1c data. The results of cross-lagged panel analyses (online supplemental table S6) were substantially similar to the results in table 2, indicating that bidirectional temporal sequence between obesity and hyperinsulinemia was not driven by evolving dysglycemia during the follow-up.

**Discussion**

In the current study, we examined the temporal sequences between obesity measures and insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-%B using the cross-lagged panel analysis model. The major finding of this research was that we found a bidirectional relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia, and the temporal effect of insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-%B on abdominal obesity measures, especially WHR, were stronger than the inverse effect of abdominal obesity measures, while the effect of BMI on insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-%B was stronger than the inverse effect of insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-%B suggesting abdominal obesity measures are more sensitive to hyperinsulinemia measures than BMI. These findings proved a new sight on examining the unappreciated role of hyperinsulinemia in obesity and highlight the impact of general and abdominal obesity measures on the temporal relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia.

Although the close intercorrelation between obesity and hyperinsulinemia has been well documented, the temporal relationship between them remains a point of research.2 8 22 27 These studies have shown that excessive obesity is a predictor of increased insulin, and on the contrary, hyperinsulinemia results in weight gain, indicating there is a bidirectional relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia. In previous studies, many researchers have reported the causal role of obesity on insulin, by cross-sectional, longitudinal or Mendelian randomization studies.2 27 28 It is widely considered that excess BMI or obesity can cause hyperinsulinemia through multiple mechanisms such as dysregulation of lipid and glucose metabolism, inflammation, hormone imbalance, genetic variants, and so on.5 7-9 In contrary, the inverse effect of insulin on obesity also has been reported. Many studies reported the treatment of insulin led to subsequent obesity in diabetic patients10 11 and the significant weight loss was observed in patients treated by the inhibitors of insulin secretion, diazoxide or octreotide, after the marked decrease in insulin levels.12 29 30 Furthermore, in recent series studies, the fact that mice with the disruption of insulin secretion or fat-specific insulin receptor genes were prevented from high-fat diet induced adiposity, providing directly genetic evidence on the inverse effect of hyperinsulinemia on weight homeostasis.25 31-33 The notable ‘ticking clock’ hypothesis also provides a plausible explanation for the insulin-induced weight gain.34 Moreover, in large longitudinal studies, several researchers had reported the prediction of hyperinsulinemia on subsequent obesity in humans.3 17 32 Recently, Astley et al8 study also provided a piece of convincing evidence on the causal role of insulin on obesity by using Mendelian randomization analysis. Taken together, evidence from our study and others indicated that the regulation of insulin on obesity was also existing, and there was a bidirectional relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia.

Notably, we also observed a bidirectional relationship between multiple obesity measures and insulin resistance (HOMA-IR and HOMA-%B). One potential explanation is that participants enrolled in our study were not diabetics and had normal glucose tolerance and beta cell function; the excessive obesity stimulated the compensatory role of insulin hypersecretion and resulted in the development of hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance, then
the increased insulin level, in turn, promoted later life obesity by impacting energy homeostasis and fat deposition. The compensatory of increased beta cell function caused by excess obesity in this study and the observation of weight gain in insulin resistance patients without diabetes mellitus in previous researches do support our hypotheses.

As the surrogate for general obesity, BMI is widely used to study the relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia. However, several evidence suggest that WHR is also a valuable choice for investigating the link between obesity and insulin by providing additional information about abdominal adiposity disruption. In this study, we examined the impacts of obesity measures on the temporal relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia and found that the effects of insulin on abdominal obesity measures, especially WHR, were stronger than the inverse effects of abdominal obesity measures, while the effect of BMI on insulin was stronger than the inverse effect of insulin. HOMA-IR and HOMA-%β have shown similar patterns. Our observations indicated that abdominal obesity measures were more sensitive to insulin levels than BMI. In biochemical studies, many researchers have reported the function of insulin on inhibiting lipolysis and promoting lipid accumulation in white adipose tissue, which is widely distributed in body subcutaneous and viscera tissue. In animal models, the Ins1+/−: Ins2−/− mice were observed to exhibit a robust increase in fat-lean rate and size of adipocytes when compared with Ins1−/−:Ins2−/− mice, whose insulin secretion were suppressed by insulin genes knockout. Similarly, in recent Page et al study, with a significant reduction in visceral fat storage and no changed lean mass, diet-induced mice obesity was reversed by a modest inhibition of circulatory insulin. Several studies also have reported the effect of insulin hypersecretion on skinfold thickness in humans. Together, these results indicate the abdominal obesity might be more susceptible to insulin levels than general obesity. To date, no studies have examined the temporal relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia, involving both general and abdominal obesity measures in a longitudinal cohort of Chinese adults, and underscore the impacts of multiple obesity measures on the temporal sequences between obesity and hyperinsulinemia. Furthermore, this study also shown similar temporal patterns between obesity and hyperinsulinemia by sex groups with those findings of the total sample. The path coefficients of baseline WC or WHR to follow-up HOMA-%β were significantly greater in men group than in women group, but the mechanisms were still unclear.

The major strength of this study was the use of cross-lagged panel analysis, which is a powerful method for dissecting the temporal sequences between intercorrelated variables. Another advantage is that we included all the general and abdominal obesity measures in one study and examine their impacts on the temporal sequences between obesity and hyperinsulinemia at the same time. There were some limitations of this study that also need to be noted. First, the definition of diabetes and drug information were only according to the health questionnaires. The potential mission of disease and treatment information might exist. Second, this study only recruited Chinese adults. These findings of our study may not be generalizable to other ethnic populations.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we found a bidirectional relationship between obesity and hyperinsulinemia by using the cross-lagged panel analysis. Notably, we demonstrated that the effects of hyperinsulinemia measures on abdominal obesity measures, especially WHR, were stronger than the inverse effects of abdominal obesity measures. The effect of BMI on hyperinsulinemia measures were stronger than the inverse effect of hyperinsulinemia measures, suggesting abdominal obesity measures are more sensitive to hyperinsulinemia measures than BMI. These findings highlight the reverse effect of hyperinsulinemia on obesity and suggest further research on the interplay between obesity and hyperinsulinemia.
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